Wave chaos in a randomly inhomogeneous waveguide: spectral analysis of the finite-range evolution operator.
The problem of sound propagation in a randomly inhomogeneous oceanic waveguide is considered. An underwater sound channel in the Sea of Japan is taken as an example. Our attention is concentrated on the domains of finite-range ray stability in phase space and their influence on wave dynamics. These domains can be found by means of the one-step Poincare map. To study manifestations of finite-range ray stability, we introduce the finite-range evolution operator (FREO) describing transformation of a wave field in the course of propagation along a finite segment of a waveguide. Carrying out statistical analysis of the FREO spectrum, we estimate the contribution of regular domains and explore their evanescence with increasing length of the segment. We utilize several methods of spectral analysis: analysis of eigenfunctions by expanding them over modes of the unperturbed waveguide, approximation of level-spacing statistics by means of the Berry-Robnik distribution, and the procedure used by A. Relano and coworkers [Relano et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 244102 (2002); Relano, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 224101 (2008)]. Comparing the results obtained with different methods, we find that the method based on the statistical analysis of FREO eigenfunctions is the most favorable for estimating the contribution of regular domains. It allows one to find directly the waveguide modes whose refraction is regular despite the random inhomogeneity. For example, it is found that near-axial sound propagation in the Sea of Japan preserves stability even over distances of hundreds of kilometers due to the presence of a shearless torus in the classical phase space. Increasing the acoustic wavelength degrades scattering, resulting in recovery of eigenfunction localization near periodic orbits of the one-step Poincaré map.